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Pick in-store
delivery
management

>25m pieces
moved per year

About DAI
This brochure describes the scope and functionality associated with
our Matflo product suite. A fully integrated, modular, supply chain wide
software solution set.
DAI has a track record going back to the 1970s in the delivery of efficient
and effective fulfilment-led solutions. We are proud to say that many of
the UK’s and global leading companies rely on our solutions.

Enabling on-line
grocery fulfilment

Automation
enabled
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While our profile and breadth of work has continued to expand, we have
remained true to our founding values which have allowed our continued
successful growth. Our on-going innovation, linked with our stability
differentiates us from many other software vendors. We have retained
the flexibility normally associated with dynamic small to medium sized
companies, and the dependability and assurance offered by our
larger size.
Over recent years the scope of Matflo solutions has broadened. We are
the only software provider truly able to deliver a complete supply chain
solution from an automation-ready WMS through to a pan-supply chain
offering, addressing functionality such as global inventory visibility and
order management through to eCommerce delivery management and
in-store solutions.
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Digital supply chain

Automation

Big data

Transparency

Artificial
intelligence
(AI)

Traditional supply chains are a series of
discrete, siloed steps. In recent years with
the advent of “digitalisation”, barriers are
being removed allowing the evolution of a
fully integrated ecosystem – the digital
supply chain. DAI remains at the forefront
of this, with accessible open system
deployments, underpinned by SOA (service
oriented architecture) structured solutions.
An integrated process from end
to end facilitates overall situational
awareness and hence the opportunity
for real-time contextualized decision
making. The customer is indeed
becoming king, with companies
increasingly having the ability to adapt
to meet their customers’ exacting
expectations. The key data required
is an accurate, real-time picture of
inventory across their entire estate.
Suppliers that can offer independent
solutions, which can be bound
together through an integration
framework such as Matflo Integrator,
allowing a single global inventory
view, immediately differentiate
themselves. Most critically this allows
them to exceed their own customers’
expectations and maximise efficiency,
thus delivering competitive advantage.

Digitalisation has allowed an
integrated sequence of planning and
production steps to work in tandem
across the supply chain to facilitate
an agile and resilient environment,
able to adapt to unexpected change
more quickly and efficiently. A late
delivery from a supplier can initiate
a decision to source the product
elsewhere, an unexpected weather
change can result in a speedy order
update to meet anticipated revised
demand and so on. Agility and
resilience is introduced.

Resilience

Agility
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Matflo Suite

TMS

Matflo 360º		

Supply Chain Visibility

Matflo TMS

Transport Management

Matflo Hub

Operational Hub Management

Matflo WMS

Distribution
Centre WMS

FCMS

PM

Yard

360°

Warehouse Management

hub

360°

Automated gatehouse
Slot booking

Matflo FCMS

Yard management

Fulfilment Centre Management

Quayside management

Matflo Perform Performance Management
CMS

Matflo In-Store

In-Store Fulfilment

Matflo C+C

Click & Collect
CMS

Matflo CMS

Delivery Management

Matflo Returns

Returns Management

15 football
pitches would
fit into the
largest DC
controlled by
Matflo
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In-S

C+C

360°

CMS

Over £1bn
of infrastructure
investment worldwide
controlled by
Matflo software

Store

360°

360°

CMS

360°

Home

Delivery
Management
over 75m parcels
this year

CMS

360°

CMS

360°

CMS

360°

>99.99%
demonstratable
pick accuracy
within a DC holding
>70,000 SKUs

600+ sites across
five continents
supported 24/7
Returns
Centre Rtns 360°
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Matflo 360º offers control tower view of your complete supply chain. It is
functionally very rich, providing real-time inventory status and location updates
enabling stakeholders to make truly informed decisions to optimise their supply
chains. From optimised production planning through to efficient transport
utilisation, accurately forecasted distribution centre workloads and the planning
of order fulfilment can all be seamless achieved.
The offering has different components, that can be taken in their entirety or
cherry picked to meet the exact operational requirements that you have.
Global Inventory

Supplier and Customer Portals

–	Provides global visibility of inventory
throughout the enterprise

–	Secure supplier or customer
web portals

–	Publishes data in real-time to
websites

–	Visibility of relevant purchase
orders, creation of advanced
shipping notices (ASN) and
printing of shipping and product
identification labels at source

–	Enables sharing of a common
inventory pool across multiple
channels – stores and eCommerce
–	Handling of inventory reservation
and release
–	Facilitates the integration of
additional inventory systems as new
fulfilment locations are introduced

360o

–	Ability to expose data to customers
and suppliers via portals

Supply
Chain Visibility

Order Management
–	Allows fulfilment of orders from
one source or several (taking into
account the customer’s location,
delivery preferences and many
other factors)
–	Support of dropship vendor
(DSV) operations
–	Distributed order managementthe use of fulfilment determination
rules to breakdown an order into
constituent parts and allow phased/
multi-location fulfilment

–	Inbound supply chain projected
forward workload visibility
–	Offers an alternative to direct
systems integration – particularly
useful for small/medium or
infrequent suppliers
–	Allows direct suppliers to
publish inventory levels to a
central global inventory service
and onwards to websites
–	Allows direct suppliers access to
fulfilment instructions, despatch
documentation and address or
carrier labels (sourced via delivery
management systems such as
Matflo CMS) without systems
integration
– Outbound delivery visibility
– Inventory visibility

–	Determination of Delivery
Promise – factoring in items such
as order cut-off time, customer
selected delivery options and
fulfilment sources
– Altering of risk to Delivery Promise

12
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WMS

Matflo WMS (Warehouse
Management System) provides a
flexible and efficient warehouse
management system for warehousing
and distribution centre operations.
Matflo WMS integrates planning,
operations, people and equipment
to provide unprecedented levels
of flexibility, labour efficiency and
fulfilment accuracy via a variety of
enabling technologies ranging from
hand held RF terminals to lights-out
robotic powered automation.
Embedded store replenishment,
eCommerce and omni-channel
features come as standard within
Matflo WMS, specific functionality
includes:

FCMS

Matflo FCMS (Fulfilment Centre
Management System) is a solution
specifically for the requirements of a
dedicated grocery on-line fulfilment
centre, sometimes also termed
‘dark store’ or ‘CFC’ (central
fulfilment centre).

–	The ability to handle diverse
order types with differing order
characteristics via different
channels as required from a
single inventory pool
–	Dynamic order processing (not
wave driven) to meet the real time
demands of eCommerce operations

With strong similarities to an
eCommerce specific warehouse
management solution, it also includes
additional special requirements
necessary for the specific demands
of a grocery environment, including
effective handling of much bigger
typical order sizes, product crushability
and short shelf life to name but a few.

–	Replenishment logic factoring
in product historical movement,
real-time order demand, continual
re-prioritisation
–	Trolley, cluster and ‘batch order’
picking of multiple small orders,
with/without the use of automation
–	Demonstrable automation and
robotic solution integration via a
fully integratable, stand-alone
WCS/WES component

–	Full support for automation
solutions: conveyor-supported
zonal picking, goods-to-person
pick stations, high throughput
storage and retrieval systems
(shuttle, mini-load) etc.
–	Maximised out going delivery
van utilisation through
volumetric planning
–	Highly optimised picking
solutions (pick trolleys,
compressed pick walks)
–	Single/multi-temperature
delivery handling
–	Highly dynamic fulfilment to handle
up-to-the-minute order planning
onto van routes
–	Product substitutions and inventory
data management
–	Seamless integration with a Matflo
In-Store component, to provide
a complete estate wide fulfilment
solution spanning CFCs and stores

Warehouse
Management
14

Fulfilment
Centre
Management
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CMS

Matflo CMS (Carrier Management
System) is the most flexible,
configurable and performanceoriented delivery management
system on the market.
Uniquely within the marketspace it has
been specifically engineered to meet
the rigours of high volume enterprises,
giving you the assurance that as
your business grows it will continue
to perform optimally. Seamless
integration with leading UK and
international carriers is provided via
an on-going program of continual onboarding of new carrier services.

TMS

Matflo TMS (Transport Management
System) offers you complete control
and visibility of transport requirements,
fleet management and workforce
requirements. It focuses on providing
key functionality for fixed route planning.

–	Carrier service allocation
and labelling
–	Delivery Options provision to
retail websites
– Track & Trace
– Delivery notification

If you wish to broaden the scope
of your solution to incorporate realtime route planning functionality,
Matflo TMS can be integrated
into any of the numerous specialist
solutions available in the market place
to deliver a true best-in-class solution
– Matflo’s control and visibility, linked
with third party specific real-time
route optimisation.

– International delivery
– Tariff management
– Returns handling functionality
– Electronic bookings
– Fulfil from Store
– Drop-ship Vendor integration

–	Generation of trips based on route
options, restrictions for weight and
capacity limits
–	Auto calculation of drops, delivery
times and trip times
–	Designation and control of crossdocking including specification and
planning of cross-dock orders
–	Virtual fleet planning allows
manipulation of trips against
a virtual fleet prior to actual
resource allocation
–	Real-time interfaces to WMS
and other linked solutions
–	Telematics integration – to integrate
external in-cab solutions for
up-to-date visibility of arrival and
departure times
–	Driver and vehicle management
provides control of driver and
vehicle allocation to trip
–	Debrief functionality provides
recording of on-time and in-full
information

Delivery
Management
16

Transport
Management
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hub

Matflo Hub (Operational Hub) is
an integrated set of configurable
software components that address the
management and control of a logistics
hub. Successful management of
transport into and out of the hub can
significantly impact the efficiency and
profitability of the site.
The components within Matflo Hub are:
– Automated Gatehouse
 utomated gatehouse significantly
A
speeds up driver entry and exit to
yard or quayside, thus increasing
site throughput and daily receipt and
despatch capacities.
– Slot Booking

in-store

– Yard Management
 anages yard and loading bay
M
locations to provide complete tracking
and traceability for movements into
and out of the yard, for operations
ranging from single vendor to multiparty distribution operations. The
solution delivers improved accuracy
and productivity to ensure rapid
unloading and on-time outbound
delivery despatch.
– Quayside
 ptimised control of a quayside,
O
including integration with weigh
bridges and load cells, supporting the
automated manifest creation process.

Matflo In-Store (In-Store Fulfilment)
allows the fulfilment of on-line
orders from stores. It enables you to
leverage your existing store inventory
and labour resources to maximise
omni-channel sales and improve the
customer experience.

–	Ability to access store inventory to
fulfil on-line orders

Designed for ease of use by today’s
retail workforce, Matflo In-Store
allows sales associates to fulfil orders
from store inventory and is architected
to ensure you meet your customer
promise. The solution provides
confirmation when orders have been
picked and packed, so inventory
levels can be updated and shipment
notifications sent internally and
externally to the customer.

–	Promote greater flexibility in your
supply chain fulfilment needs

–	Promote accurate inventory levels
across your entire estate
–	Facilitate option for same day
delivery

–	Minimise the chance of lost sales
due to product being unavailable in
on-line dedicated fulfilment centres

 collaborative web portal enabling
A
hauliers to book inbound and
outbound deliveries to and from
fulfilment centres, fully supportive of
multi-haulier operating scenarios.

Operational
Hub
Management
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In-Store
Fulfilment
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C+C

Matflo C+C (Click & Collect) is an
out of the box solution that allows
customers to shop on-line and
choose to collect their purchases
at a designated collection point.
It can work both alongside other
Matflo store systems, or alternatively
integrate with third party solutions.
Inherently Matflo C+C provides
the prioritisation and management
to be able to offer a fast collection
and a consistent service. This in
return promotes customer loyalty
and engagement, and improved
productivity.

returns

Matflo Returns (Returns
Management) manages the returns
process in the fulfilment or dedicated
returns centre. An efficient returns
process is key to omni-channel
operation. The solution delivers
the following:

–	Collection desk and back-room
management
–	Self-serve terminals linked to
backroom activities
–	Collection of proof-of-purchase and
restricted item sales information
–	User tracking information (from
order receipt to in-store ‘order
status’ boards)

– Receipt of returns pre-advice
–	Checking against pre-advice,
or blind receiving

–	Rapid retrieval and hand over process

–	Return status determination,
including return to stock, rework,
QC hold, scrap etc.

– E-mail and SMS notifications
– Short implementation times

–	Sortation for putaway,
by zone, aisle etc.
–	Returns location management
including multi-SKU, limited
SKUs, limited quantity and
like-SKU segregation
In addition, working together with
Matflo CMS it supports the returns
process further via return delivery
options, return carrier selection and
label generation, carrier bookings,
track and trace and notifications.

–	Management of QC status
and release
–	Inventory availability updates
to connected systems

Click & Collect
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Returns
Management
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perform

integrator

Matflo Perform achieves
performance management through
the provision of real-time dashboards
and data analytics to improve resource
utilisation and scheduling, delivering
efficiency and quality improvements.
Unlike pure labour performance
management solutions, Matflo
Perform addresses both labour and
asset performance, of particular use in
automated distribution facilities.

The features in Matflo Perform include:

As ever-increasing pressures are
applied to the supply chain and
the need for speed and right first
time becomes ever more critical in
customer satisfaction, the impact of
effective performance management
regimes becomes more important.
Matflo Perform empowers
management to quickly make changes
and to reward those that deserve it.

– Asset utilisation and tracking

Matflo Integrator is an integration
framework designed to ease
integration of Matflo solutions into a
wider IT architecture. Equally it offers
a cost-effective way of integrating
non-Matflo supply chain solutions
without recourse to complex thirdparty integration tools.

–	Holistic view of the operation,
including both manual and
automated processes
–	Use of ‘what-if’ scenarios to assess
impact of possible changes
–	Forecast labour and other resource
requirements

Delivery of an integration framework
via Matflo Integrator to facilitate
the interaction and communication
between software applications in a
service oriented architecture (SOA),
provides all the functionality that
supply chain wide operations require
to work efficiently and effectively.

– Activity based costing

Performance
Management
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A typical deployment has the potential
to truly open up your data, optimising
performance and immediately
reducing IT complexity. It delivers:
– Asynchronous data exchange
– Data transformation
–	Open messaging and
integration standards
– Greater flexibility

Systems
Integration
Framework
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“Every little
helps...”
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The technology and innovation
behind our systems
Dynamic

Over more than 30 years, Matflo has evolved to continue
to address real operational requirements. We work closely
with our customers to hone our technologies, processes
and tools, to deliver solutions that allow them to realise
ambitions to be industry class-leaders. We provide robust,
responsive systems which support decision-making across
their operations.

With Matflo, fulfilment processes dynamically adapt to current and predicted
achievements across areas and react in real-time to critical events eg equipment
availability, order updates etc.

Algorithmic Optimisation

Cloud based
deployments

The importance of effective algorithms applies equally in the allocation of tasks
to staff or automation within the confines of a distribution centre, as to the
potential splitting and allocation of order fulfilment demands across multiple
different sites within a larger estate. This has been the backbone of Matflo
deployments for over 30 years.

High-throughput

Integration

Matflo systems employ proprietary technologies that enable extremely high
throughput systems without requiring expensive server hardware platforms or
excessive CPU demands.

Analytics
Fully
integrated
Omni-Channel
solution

Automation and Robotics
As technology develops the opportunity to utilise automation and robotics to
perform repetitive tasks increases. This is particularly true in an environment
where the cost of labour continues to increase, and automation equipment
costs start to fall. DAI, using Matflo has been delivering complex automation
and robotics projects since the late 1980s.

Artificial Intelligence (AI)
The power of modern processors allows our software to perform algorithmic
optimisations hitherto only imagined. Matflo’s real-time data handling is key to its
ability to make dynamic intelligent decisions, with reactivity far outstripping that of
any human-based decision making. Increases in storage capacity have also allowed
Matflo algorithms to take advantage of larger datasets, facilitating heuristics by
learning from the empirical performance of controlled entities in the recent past.

User
experience

Security

Extensibility

Real-time
Our heritage is in complex automation, where decisions need to be made in
milliseconds. Matflo algorithms constantly re-evaluate the now, re-prioritising
and re-assigning tasks to make the best use of the appropriate available
resources at that specific point in time.
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Cloud based deployments

Analytics

Matflo solutions can be deployed in
cloud or on-premises depending on our
customer’s preference.

Matflo is specifically designed to support
real-time decision making, while at the same
time to allow complex data querying and
algorithmic reporting demands.

These approaches allow our
customers to treat Matflo
deployments as a complete black
box. DAI can hence take over
the responsibility not only for the
application software support but
also for support of the infrastructure
the application is running on. Our
customers are then free to focus on
maximising the benefits that Matflo
services provide to them and
their customers.
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A cloud deployment facilitates:
–	“Pay as you grow” approach
to business
– No hardware obsolescence issues
–	Continuous deployment expansion
to support growth
–	Dual data centre deployments
to provide resilience, maximise
availability and address disaster
recovery

The live database is securely
controlled to ensure the integrity of the
live operation is never compromised.
At the same time, in near real-time, data
is transferred across to a second (or
potentially more) standard structured
data lakes from which complex
reporting can occur, safe in the
knowledge that the live environment
will not be impacted and scalability
will be ensured.

Reporting can then be facilitated
through the standard Matflo
Reporting tool, or alternatively
standard third party Business
Intelligence tools such as Cube,
IBM Cognos, or the multitude of
other products that are available.
– Utmost flexibility
–	Assured performance
–	Removal of data silos across
your supply chain
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User experience

Extensibility

No matter how functionally rich a product is, without
delivering an appropriate User Experience the functionality
is difficult to access. Matflo offers users an easily navigable
solution that provides quick and easy access to the
operational data they need to perform their jobs efficiently.

Extensibility is a software engineering and
systems design principle where the Matflo
implementation takes future growth into
consideration. At its core is a central theme
to allow change and evolution, both by DAI
staff, or equally directly by end customers,
while minimising impact to existing
system functionality.

Matflo User Interfaces (UI) are
specifically designed to optimise
performance through intuitive screen
designs and comprehensive MI
capability. Our operationally-oriented
approach ensures that productivity
is maximised. The screens are fully
user-configurable, ensuring that the
operators and managers / supervisors
see the data pertinent to their
specific jobs, avoiding unnecessary
information overload. Driven by a
progressive drill-down approach,
information is structured hierarchically
to allow you to quickly arrive at the
level of granularity that you require.
Out latest user experience innovations
move the Matflo UI ahead of its
competitors, through the use of
technologies including:
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– Responsive design
– Internet-facing hardening
–	Tiered architecture and separation
from apps & databases
– Enhanced security
–	Deterministic and rapid
response times
Matflo UI technology has also been
used to create easily accessible
secure web portals. These can be
customised to address specific
requirements but most commonly fall
under one of two general headings:

From Matflo’s original heritage in the
deployment of automated warehouse
control and execution systems (WCS/
WES), extensibility has always been
critical. In many cases any functional
enhancements needed to be completely
separate from the existing integration
with the MHE to avoid any operational risk.

This original design ethos has been
kept as Matflo development has
extended to cover functionality across
the complete supply chain.

– Supplier portals
– Customer portals
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Security

Integration

In today’s environment of threats from inside
and outside of an organisation, security is
critical to protect a company’s assets, both
with respect to potential financial penalties,
and equally to avoid reputational damage.

Even more fundamental to deciding what
integration tools or methods to use, is a
requirement to understand what data needs to
flow between systems to allow the processes
to work efficiently and effectively.

DAI has a long history of working in
highly regulated industries including
nuclear, and the pharmaceuticals
industries. These have particularly
demanding security requirements and
the same ethos is applied throughout
all of the sectors DAI serve.

DAI have been integrating and
connecting different supply chain
systems to facilitate a smooth running
and effective overall operations for
many years. We have a team of
experienced consultants who have
detailed understanding of some of
the UK’s and world’s most complex
supply chain fulfilment landscapes,
integrating bricks & mortar and on-line
solutions fulfilled via a single global
inventory pool, where inventory is
located within multiple different stores
and fulfilment centres.

When designing and deploying a
solution into an organisation we work
closely with the organisation’s own
teams to ensure a joined up approach.
Users of the Matflo UI are subject
to password policies that are highly
configurable in terms of defining
password complexity and the
behaviour for failed access attempts.
A role-based user model allows
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a user to belong to one or more
groups detailing access rights,
although if required these rights can
be specified on an individual basis.
If there is an LDAP / Active Directory
server then this can be integrated
for authentication. Audit logs record
actions taken by users of the system.
User passwords are salted and
hashed with HMAC-SHA2-PBKDF2,
whilst sensitive data at rest is typically
encrypted with AES 256.

Once the data demands are clear, the
design and subsequent IT architecture
is key to facilitating the necessary
data exchanges on a timely basis.
Matflo Integrator itself provides a
firm basis with which to solve
integration challenges, ensuring
real-time data exchange using
protocol-agnostic messaging
standards embodied within an
overall service oriented architecture.
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“The
on-line
fashion
store”
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Support
At the core of our support offering is an
understanding that our customers rely on us.
Our staff thrive on this responsibility, delivering
and exceeding our customers expectations
time and again.
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Our support is built on a multitiered level of service, such that any
support contract can be tailored to
our customers’ exact needs. This
might vary from simple office hours
application support, through to 24 by
7 telephone support and an on-site
presence during peak times.
Again, our support may be focused
purely on the application we have
delivered, or also incorporate the
infrastructure the application is
running on. In a cloud deployed
solution, the latter is normally a
given, yet in an on-site deployment
responsibility might sit with a
customer in-house team or
alternatively can be passed to DAI,
to provide an effective ‘black box’
offering to you our customer. However
the support is structured our mission
remains the same, to ensure that
our supported systems operate with
maximum availability and efficiency.

Application Support:
Uniquely among our peers, we
guarantee that we will continue to
support the applications we have
delivered for their operational lifespan,
rather than demanding that after a
few years you re-invest, upgrading to
the latest version, as many product
vendors do. Optional upgrades
however are of course made available
as our software product roadmap
rolls out.
Infrastructure Support:
Mirroring our application software
support is an equivalent service for
support of infrastructure, from server
hardware, network components
through to operating systems and
other third party software. As experts
in our field, we are happy to support
systems and hardware delivered by
third parties, as well as those initially
delivered by DAI.
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Contact
London

Manchester

Aberdeen

Basel

Shanghai

18 Bedford Row
London
WC1R 4EQ
United Kingdom

Milan Court
Bird Hall Lane
Stockport
SK3 0WZ
United Kingdom

3 Kingshill Park
Westhill
Aberdeenshire
AB32 6FL
United Kingdom

Clarastrasse 15
Postfach
CH-4005 Basel
Switzerland

Unit 2316
5 Corporate Avenue
150 Hubin Road
Huangpu District
200021 Shanghai
China
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Tel: +44 (0) 161 374 6000
www.dai.co.uk

Linkedin.com/company/dai-digital-applications-international

Dynamic Fulfilment Solutions
A Different Approach
Our unique Software Component Registry (SCR)
allows us to build customised solutions from standard
components. All solutions are flexible to meet your
specific needs and build in competitive advantage.
Lifetime Support
We guarantee to support your system, regardless of
the level of customisation, for its operational lifetime.
Upgrades are optional and we never force you to
upgrade in order to retain supportability. We provide
our customers with the highest service levels.
Quality
We are accredited to ISO 9001.
High Performance
Matflo software is designed for real-time mission-critical
applications. The architecture enables sub-second
performance, maximising productivity.

FM 01458

London | Manchester | Aberdeen | Basel | Shanghai

SC/D-SC/2-18

www.dai.co.uk

